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Getting Started



• Become an expert in a particular topic

• Contribute to the body of scientific and 
engineering knowledge

• Learn to work independently

Research is Difficult



• In your own words, try describing informally 
exactly what the final system should do 

• Inputs, outputs, transformations

• Why this problem is relevant?

Understand the Problem



• Initial reading

• Journal papers

• Conference papers

• Book chapters

Start Reading



• Write a short synopsis of every paper and 
book chapter you read

– Key message (one or two sentences) 
– Main contribution (one or two paragraphs)  
– One or two quotes from the paper
– Assumptions, principles, techniques 

(these are organizing attributes)

• Writing helps crystallize ideas

• Don’t copy the paper abstract

• You won’t learn if you don’t write it down 
in your own words

Start WRITING



Start Writing

• Talk to your supervisor & colleagues

– The goal of your work
– The central problem 
– How you are going to solve it
– How other people have solved it
– What difficulties they encountered
– Why their approach isn’t as good as the one you are 

trying to use

• Write down these ideas

– Use a pen and paper first.   Type the notes later
– Give a short presentation to your group



• Go to seminars

• Go to talks being given by other students

• Go to all group meetings

• Research is a social activity

Start Listening



• Carve up the problem

• Solve a simple version first

• Solve the complicated version next

• Structure your research goals 

– an essential but fairly easily achieved goal

– a desirable but somewhat harder or risky goal

– the ideal goal, something that would represent 
a real breakthrough

Start Simple



• Genius is 1% inspiration and 
99% perspiration

• You can’t get a Ph.D. or M.Sc. without a lot 
of hard work 

– early mornings
– late nights
– frustration
– fatigue
– & sometimes depression

Work Hard



• As early as possible, you need to try to 
formalize the problem you are working on

• You will need to get a grounding in the 
background theory first

Formalize



You need to become and expert in two 
different domains

– The problem domain 

Theoretical issues by which we can model and solve 
the problem

– The solution domain

– The tools that will enable you to implement the 
solution

Learn about Tools



Moving Along



Keep a logbook of all work in progress

– Thoughts
– Ideas
– Notes of meetings with your supervisor
– Results
– Theoretical developments
– Calculations
– References
– Anything that is relevant to your work

Make Notes



• You will have to spend many hours 
every day, often with no reward, 
chipping away at the problem, 
hoping for progress

• To get through this, you need to 
believe in your own ability

Believe in Your Own Ability



• Believe that the topic you are working 
on is worthwhile

• If you are not convinced that solving 
this problem matters, find another 
topic

• You should enjoy your PhD / MSc!

Believe in Your Problem



Research is not a 
spectator event: 

it is a contact sport!

Practice, Practice, Practice



• Re-scope, if necessary

• PhD: ask and answer a hard question

• If the answer is not convincing, get a 
better answer or a different question

Framing the Research Question



Before your leave work, 
set yourself a task for the morning 
that is easy (and productive)

Jump Start Your Day



• You will have to take a lot of criticism

• Being wrong and being ignorant is 
normal

• Ignorant does not mean stupid.  
It means lacking knowledge

• Criticism is a positive act, 
not a negative one

Dealing With Criticism

“Remember, though, if we 

can't criticize ourselves, 

someone else will save us 

the trouble.”

Drew McDermott, Artificial Intelligence Meets Natural Stupidity, 

ACM SIGART Newsletter, No 57, pp. 4-9, April 1976. 



• Take mini-holidays (10 minute ones!)

• Don’t think about the problem all the 
time!!!

Don’t Give Up!



• Inspiration strikes at strange times!

• Keep pen and paper handy, 
just in case!

(or a pen-knife)

Be Prepared for Inspiration



• The great power of science and 
engineering is that it allows us to predict
how systems will behave

• To be able to predict something, though, 
you must have a model: an abstract 
formulation.

Get Yourself a Theory



• The hallmark of good engineering is to

– assess the system’s performance 

– compare it to that of other similar systems

• Ideally, you should identify some 
quantitative metric by which to 
compare the systems

Get Yourself a Benchmark



Reading



• Read the initial set of papers

• They will refer to other papers

• Get the main (relevant) papers cited and 
read these

• These refer to other papers …

• Recurse until you achieve closure

Recursive Reading



• Shallow Reading

• Focussed Reading

• Deep Reading

Three Levels of Reading



• Mainly background material providing 
the context to the research

• The topics are relevant to your work 
but not directly related

• Often it is sufficient to read just the 
abstract, introduction, and conclusion

• Write a one- or two-line summary of 
the main issue addressed.

Shallow Reading



• Directly relevant and provide, for example, 

– alternative ideas on the topic of your 
research

– Component techniques

• These papers should be read thoroughly, 
perhaps twice

• Write a one-paragraph summary

• These papers will typically go in your 
literature survey

Focussed Reading



• Some papers (10-30)  will be absolutely 
central to your work (e.g., competing 
models)

• Read them several times to really 
understand them

• Work through some examples

• Probably have to refer to other papers or 
text-books to understand some of the 
concepts described

Deep Reading



• Write a 1-2 page summary

– If they contain mathematical results, 
you should include these

– Explaining each term and the 
importance of the results

• After many careful readings, you should 
know as much about the topic as the 
author

• A good test of your understanding of a 
paper is to see if you can give a short 
presentation on it and explain it to other 
people in your group

Deep Reading



• For everything relevant you read, insert 
the full citation of the paper or book 
chapter in your bibliography so that you 
can refer to it in your subsequent writing

• Make sure you keep a complete citation 
index

– Title of the article
– Authors
– Name of the conference/journal/book
– Volume and number 
– Page numbers
– If it’s a chapter in a book and the author of the 

chapter is different from the editor of the book, 
you need to record both sets of names.

Build a Bibliography



• The ‘reading in’ phase of the project can last quite a long time

(there’s a lot of reading and writing to be done)

• It can help to overlap with some of the other early tasks

– Learning about the solution domain

Variety



• To fully understand anything that you read, you must write it up in 
your own words

• If you can’t express or speak about a given idea, then you haven’t 
truly understood it in any useful way. 

• Writing is an essential part of understanding

Reading Means Writing



Writing
Clarity, clarity, clarity



• Writing is not easy

• The discipline of writing 

– the physical act of writing:

– the process of assembling ideas and getting them down on paper

• The style of writing

– elegance and simplicity:

– the power of your writing to communicate an idea

Writing



• Keep records

– Notes on papers you read
– Notes on software you develop
– Notes on ideas you have
– Notes on tests you run

• Writing these notes serves several purposes

– It helps to crystallize ideas and clarify them
– It helps the learning process
– It makes sure you don’t lose or forget any important points. 
– It also acts as a basis for subsequent writing: for reports and papers

Good Writing Discipline



• Make writing a way of life!

• You should allocate a large proportion of your day to writing

• Writing should be an integral part of your working day

Good Writing Discipline



• Use pen and paper

• Write things down long-hand

• Later on, write these notes up more neatly and in a more organized fashion

• Once you get good at this, you can go straight from long-hand notes to typed 
document

• but it’s very helpful at the beginning to first create an intermediate long-hand 
version.

Good Writing Discipline



• Effective writing is difficult

It takes practice and a willingness to revise your work, many times

• Read good writing
– Several previous dissertations
– Conference papers
– Journal papers
– Magazine articles

• The popular scientific press, e.g., Scientific American or New Scientist, 
employs a particularly simple and effective form of written expression
– Try to emulate their style
– For a model of clarity in scientific writing, read 

https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2014/advanced-medicineprize2014.pdf

Good Writing Style



• Why is writing well so difficult?  

• The goal of writing is to convey a message to the reader

• Writing and reading are sequential processes

• You have to construct the meaning of your message, in a linear time-line

• However, the meaning you intend to convey may emerge from many sources, 
not all related in a nice orderly fashion

• This creates a problem for the writer: how to order the messages contained in each 
sentence effectively

Good Writing Style



• Use short sentences and make sure the sentences are complete

– A complete sentence has a subject followed (usually) by a verb, and then an object  

• Simple sentence

“Cognitive systems can adapt to changes in the environment.”   

Good Writing Style



• Use short sentences and make sure the sentences are complete

– A complete sentence has a subject followed (usually) by a verb, and then an object  

• Richer sentence

“Cognitive systems can adapt autonomously to unexpected changes in the 
environment”

.

Good Writing Style



• Use short sentences and make sure the sentences are complete

– A complete sentence has a subject followed (usually) by a verb, and then an object  

• Include subordinate clauses 
(which will normally have a subject-verb-object structure of their own)

– “Cognitive systems can adapt autonomously to unexpected changes in the 
environment, especially those that the designer did not anticipate.”   

Good Writing Style



• Use short sentences and make sure the sentences are complete

– A complete sentence has a subject followed (usually) by a verb, and then an object  

• Include subordinate clauses 
(which will normally have a subject-verb-object structure of their own)

– “Cognitive systems can adapt autonomously to unexpected changes in the 
environment, especially those that the designer did not anticipate.”   

• Remember that, if you remove all the extra supporting words, 
you should be left with a valid sentence. 
It’s a good idea to check all your sentences this way

Good Writing Style



• Good writing strikes a balance between short sentences and longer 
more descriptive ones

• Full stops mean pauses

– too many pauses and the text sounds disconnected

– too few and it can be hard to follow the story line

• Strike a balance but favour brevity over complexity

Good Writing Style



Pictures and diagrams

– Make sure each one has a self-contained explanatory caption

– Never refer to a picture or diagram in the main text without saying what it is

– Never say 

“Figure 2.3 shows the results of the noise test” 

– Instead, say

“Figure 2.3 shows the results of the noise test. These results demonstrate the robustness of 
the system to Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 1.5 or less.”  

– If you have copied the figure from a book or article you must cite the source

Good Writing Style



• Make the paragraph your unit of construction

– Each paragraph should bind one or more sentences about a specific subject or idea

– If the subject or idea changes, start a new paragraph

• Omit unnecessary words.   They distract the reader.  

– Don’t write “This is a system the performance of which is very adaptive”. 

– Instead, write “This is an adaptive system”.

Good Writing Style



• Write in a way that comes naturally

– Speak the sentence
– If it sounds correct, trust your ear and use the sentence
– If it sounds unnatural, rewrite it

• Avoid fancy words; they don’t impress anyone.

Good Writing Style



• Be clear in your expression.

– Write clearly
– Write concisely
– Write with a purpose

• You have a message to convey 

– make sure you know what it is 
– keep it in focus throughout
– Don’t stray from the key point you are making.

•

Good Writing Style



• Present your argument in a structured manner 

– Ensure that what comes first depends as little as possible on what comes later

– Ensure that what comes later builds on and adds to what you have just stated

• If the idea you are trying to convey is getting lost in a sea of words and phrases, 
draw a line through the sentence and start again.

Good Writing Style



• Revise and rewrite

– Make an attempt and then be prepared to revise it, repeatedly.  

• To learn how to write a good dissertation or paper

– Read other good dissertations or papers
– Practise your own writing

Good Writing Style



• Don’t take short-cuts

• Explain what you mean.  

• Don’t leave the reader to struggle trying to figure out the real meaning of your 
carefully constructed but complicated sentence.  She may conclude there is none.  

• Explain all acronyms the first time you use them 

Good Writing Style



• Let information flow

In each sentence, move your reader from familiar information to new information

• Place material you want to emphasize at the end of the sentence. 

Good Writing Style



• Be brief

This isn’t easy

“I have made this [letter] longer, because I have not had the time to make it shorter“
Blaise Pascal, "Lettres provinciales", Lettre XVI, 1657.

• Revise and rewrite.

Make an attempt, and then be prepared to revise it, repeatedly.  

Good Writing Style



Writing a Research Proposal



• A Ph.D. or M.Sc. thesis typically asks and attempts to answer a research question

• A good thesis answers it convincingly

• This research question is typically one element of a research proposal

The Research Question



• Identify the problem that you wish to solve

• State clearly why this problem is important

• Highlight the reasons why finding a solution is challenging

• The research question asks: how can we overcome these challenges?

• A research thesis provides the answer, in full or in part

The Goal



• Not enough just to ask the research question

• Demonstrate you that you understand the extent of the challenge

• Provide a brief survey of the approaches that others have taken 

• Demonstrate that you are conversant with the field of research

• Ideally, identify a plausible solution strategy

Not Just an Interesting Idea



1. “What are you trying to do? Articulate your objectives using absolutely no jargon.”

2. “How is it done today, and what are the limits of current practice?”

3. “What is new in your approach and why do you think it will be successful?”

4. “Who cares? If you are successful, what difference will it make?”

5. “What are the mid-term and final “exams” to check for success?”

The Heilmeier Catechism



• Goals of the Research Project

• Review of Current Approaches

• Proposed Solution

• Novelty and Significance

• Anticipated Results

• Evaluation Strategy and Metrics of Success

(Adapt these titles to include some text to make them specific to your research project)

Proposal Structure



• A good research proposal requires 

– Some preliminary research 

– A good deal of critical analysis

• It is not just a suggestion for an avenue of enquiry, no matter how interesting or 
exciting it might appear

Critical Analysis



• A good research proposal requires 

– Some preliminary research 

– A good deal of critical analysis

• It is not just a suggestion for an avenue of enquiry, no matter how interesting or 
exciting it might appear

Brevity, Brevity, Brevity



Writing a Literature Survey



• Hallmark of good research: an understanding of how others have approached the 
problem you are tackling

• You need to develop a deep understanding of 

– The theoretical basis of their techniques
– The assumptions they make
– The tools and methodologies they use

Survey the Field



• The literature survey:

– The nature of a problem
– The spectrum of possible approaches

• A well-structured synthesis that 

– Collects all the relevant ideas
– Organizes them
– Presents each of them in turn
– Highlights their strengths and weaknesses 

Survey the Field



• It will require many attempts and many re-writes

• Start with your own short summary of each paper you have read

• Then try to organize the ideas

– Identify different classes of topics
– Relating them together in the form of a taxonomy, or hierarchical classification tree

• This taxonomy then provides you with a way to structure the literature survey

– Typically by doing a breadth-first traversal of the taxonomy tree
– Using the material in the cited papers as examples

Survey the Field



Why is the literature survey so important?  

1. It provides the essential background for your thesis

– Critically appraise the state of the art in the field you are conducting research

– Thereby establish your mastery of the field

Survey the Field



Why is the literature survey so important?  

2. It identifies the gap in existing knowledge that is encapsulated in your research 
question

– Make a compelling argument that the gap actually exists

– Without this, you could be wasting your time by trying to fill a non-existent gap 
or a gap that the research community has decided is not worth filling

Survey the Field



Why is the literature survey so important?  

3. It helps you identify the tools you will need to use to answer your research question:

– Mathematical
– Analytical
– Software
– Data collection
– Data presentation
– Style of argument

Survey the Field



Writing Scientific Papers



• The ultimate test of M.Sc. or Ph.D. 
research: is it worthy of publication in a 
journal or in the proceedings of a 
conference?

• Consequently, research papers are the 
primary output of a research degree, not 
software

• Software may be needed to validate the 
ideas but the contribution to knowledge is 
the idea itself, encapsulated in a paper

• It should be possible to re-write or re-
generate the software based on the 
information contained in the paper

The Importance of Writing Papers



• Assume the person reading your paper is intelligent but not knowledgeable

• Assume the person reading your paper misunderstands thing easily

– so make sure the argument is really clear

• Make it easy for them to say: 

‘Nice idea, good model, great validation; yes, the community would like to know 
about this’. 

• If someone doesn’t understand your paper …

– Assume it is your fault, not theirs
– Find out where they got lost and improve it

Know Your Reader



• Assist the reader by making your points clearly and in a logical order

• Breaking up the paper into a linear sequence of messages which follow naturally 
one from the other and which lead to an interesting conclusion  

• Begin with a statement describing a claim or hypothesis

• Then provide an argument to support that claim or hypothesis  

– Provide the context for the claim (e.g., other people’s work and alternative approaches)
– State its relevance or importance
– Offer a model of the subject you are investigating
– Provide some theoretical or empirical evidence that the model is valid
– Provide an assessment of how well it works.

Structure



• Construct your message incrementally, piece by piece, building on ideas you have 
already developed, typically in the previous sentence

• If you need to build on ideas that were introduced in the previous paragraph or a few 
pages back, you should provide the reader with a short reminder of what these ideas 
are

• We call this type of incrementally-constructed  message the thread of an argument

• You need to keep the thread as cohesive as possible

– Thread sequentially and logically from one idea to another
– Don’t make repeated reference to ideas that were introduced much earlier (or, worse, not at all)
– Don’t introduce a new idea without warning 
– Don’t try to weave several threads together

The Thread of an Argument



• Papers are intended to be read from beginning to end, and the argument should 
flow linearly from beginning to end

• However, it isn’t always best to write the paper in that order

• An alternative approach:

– Start by describing the technique
– Write the introduction later, once you’ve established the core message
– Possibly after you have drawn your conclusions

• The abstract should be written last 
(or first, and assume it will have to be completely rewritten when you have finished)

Don’t Begin at the Beginning



• Be prepared to write, and re-write, many times

– It can take up to ten attempts to get a good first draft of a paper

• Once you have a good draft, ask other people to read it

• Do not ask people to read early drafts

– Give them your best and thank them for their time

– Under no circumstances use your supervisor as a proof-reader to correct mistakes or get 
hints on how to improve structure before you are certain that the paper can’t be improved!  

– You will probably be wrong, but that should be your goal.

Do Your Best and Then Improve It 



• Quantitative vs. qualitative results

• Quantitative results are more convincing

– Try to identify a metric for the performance of your technique or system
– Measure how well it performs using this metric
– One metric is good, more than one is better

• Compare your system to others using the same metric

• Sometimes this will mean re-implementing other people’s work
– User open-source versions of standard approaches 
– These provide an excellent benchmark against which to judge the value of your own contribution

Provide Results 



• Everything you say must be substantiated

– Provide a citation of a publication which corroborates or supports the statement

– Provide either theoretical or empirical evidence to support it

• Citations are references to published material which has been subject to some form 
of peer review

– The statements or claims have been judged to be legitimate by a group of people, not just the author

– This elevates the statement from being mere personal opinion of the author to some level of 
mutually-agreed knowledge

Citations 



Avoid unsubstantiated claims or statements in your thesis

– Either provide a citation or provide evidence

– If you can’t provide either, then provide a compelling argument in support of your claim

Citations 



Other reasons for citing literature

– Acknowledge the source of your ideas: even the most original thoughts are based on the work 
of others

– Demonstrate that you have done the research and are familiar with the literature in your area.

Citations 



Don’t cite a reference unless you have read it!  

– You should never just copy the citations you find in someone else’s paper to support your 
statement without first reading it to make sure it says what the author claims it says

Citations 



• Never copy other people’s writing, even if you change it slightly

– You must re-express it in your own words

• If you must use someone else’s writing, put it in quotation marks “...”

– Cite the source of the quotation.

– If the grammar or spelling in the quotation is wrong, don’t correct it. 

• Quote it exactly as it is but put [sic] after the error; 
e.g., “How r [sic] you?”.    

Quotations 



• In general, you should change nothing in the quotation

• There are two exceptions

– Replace a contiguous group of words with ellipsis

• For example, instead of “computational attention, in its most general form, is a pre-requisite for action 
selection” you could write “computational attention … is a pre-requisite for action selection”

– Insert a word to help its comprehensibility

• Insert the word in square brackets [ and ]

• For example, instead of “the lowest level is the most difficult to implement” you could write “the lowest 
level [of the stack] is the most difficult to implement”

Quotations 



Journal papers and most conference papers are subject to peer review

– Between two and four referees read the paper and provide a critical assessment of its contents

– Reviewers are normally experts in the field

– You need to convince them that there is merit in your work

– This is hard

• They are very busy people 
• They don’t have the patience / motivation to read poorly-written text
• Make it easy for them.

Reviews 



There is a strong possibility of rejection

– Nobody likes rejections

– If the paper is rejected, accept the rejection gracefully and learn from it

– Understand why it was rejected
• Was it rejected because you explained things badly? 
• Was it because there was a flaw in your argument?  
• Was there something wrong with the way you stated the problem
• Was there something wrong with your theoretical development
• Was your model wrong?  
• Did you provide enough evidence of the validity of the model, e.g., by providing quantitative tests? 
• How did you establish the robustness, generality, or limitations of the technique? 

Reviews 



There is a strong possibility of rejection

– Review your paper with these criteria in mind before submitting it

Reviews 



• Journals and conferences have different standards

– Journals usually require a more substantial contribution to knowledge

– This is not always the case: it can be just as difficult to publish in some top-flight conferences as 
it is to publish in a journal

• Choose your conference and journal carefully

– Make sure there is a good match between the subject matter of a journal or conference and the 
topic of your paper

Choose Your Forum Carefully 



• If your paper is rejected, don’t give up

• Take on board the reviewers’ comments 
and improve the paper

• Then submit it somewhere else

Try, Try, Try again 



M.Sc. and Ph.D. Dissertations



• “Dissertation n. Detailed discourse on a subject, esp. as submitted for a higher 
degree in university” 

• “Thesis n. (pl. ~es pr. –ez). Proposition to be maintained or proved; dissertation, 
esp. by candidate for degree” 

Oxford English Dictionary (OED)

Dissertation or Thesis? 



• Ph.D. thesis
– 60,000 to 80,000 words

– Six to eight chapters

– Bibliography and appendices

• M.Sc. thesis 
– 60% to 75% of a Ph.D. thesis

• Typical upper bounds, not targets

Length 



• Try to achieve modularity and independence amongst your chapters and sections

• Remember you are trying to convey a convincing message to the reader

• Use link sentences or paragraphs

– At the end of a chapter, for example, remind the reader of the important messages, tell her or 
him why they are important, and then say what you need to look at next, and why, in order to 
continue with the “story”.   

Structure 



Title Page

Specific title of the thesis (e.g. “Multi-stage Learning in Biomimetic Search and Rescue Robots”) 
General Title (i.e. “Final Year Project Report”)
Degree (e.g. Ph.D. or M.Sc.)
Author (name and student identification number)
Institution (i.e. Etisalat University College)
Supervisor 
Date 

Certification of original work & Signature 

Abstract  / Summary

What is the subject matter of the thesis: what did you do?
Motivation: why is it important?
Significance: what contribution does the thesis make?
The abstract should be approximately 200 words long.  It normally takes at least ten revisions to achieve a good abstract. 
The abstract should be written after the thesis has been completed.
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• Ph.D. research: sufficient quality and depth to allow you to write a paper that would 
be accepted for publication in a journal

• M.Sc. Research:  should have a good chance of being accepted for a relevant 
conference or workshop

• It is very easy to pick a research goal that is too ambitious

– a Ph.D. degree is not a Nobel Prize

– Your work has to be good; it doesn’t have to be revolutionary or world-changing

Standards 



• Your thesis must clearly demonstrate your ability to 

– Assimilate
– Synthesize
– Critically appraise 

• It is extremely important to assess your own work critically, i.e., with objectivity and 
with a view to seeing how it could be improved

Standards 



The exercise of critical appraisal is different from the testing processes of verification, 
validation, and evaluation, which refer to the functionality of the system you have 
designed

– Overall objectives
– Methodologies
– Findings of the dissertation
– Insights

Standards 








